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MACS Head Coach & General Chairman of CO Swimming 

Thank you to all the volunteers who helped 
make all of our team functions this season 
run smoothly. The team appreciates all your 
efforts in making MACS one of the best 
organizations. The coaching staff is very 
proud of our swimmers and volunteers who 
worked very hard to make this another great 
season. 

The Sectional group is busy preparing for the end of the season. 
Congratulations and good luck to all competing in their end of 
season meets. We have swimmers competing at the Sectional 
Championships in Oregon, Senior State at the end of July and the 
Western Zones Championship in August. Go MACS!! 

Congratulations to our graduating seniors! You have been a great 
part of the team for many years and will be missed next year. 
Good luck to you as you continue your swimming and studies at 
the college level.  

Carlos Almaraz- University of Missouri-St. Louis 

Lyssa Wood- Lindenwood University 

Cobi Wood- Colorado School of Mines 

Everett Urban- Missouri Science and Tech 

I’m looking forward to seeing everyone at the picnic. Enjoy your 
upcoming break. Have fun, recharge and stay in shape. Run, bike, 
swim or go to the gym and we’ll see you September 3rd. 
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Welcome 
New Swimmers 

We are happy to welcome the 
following swimmers and their 
families to MACS: 

Mini Macs 

Michaela Carter
Miles Carter
David McInroy
Sofia Naymark
Ryden Richter
Caden Walkup

AG1 

Natalie Diaz
Isabella Jackson
Arie Matale
Caleb Roa
Shemiah Turner

From the Deck
Coach Andy  
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Coach Catherine 
GROUPS 3 & 4: 

We are well into the long course season and it is going great! The athletes 
have been getting used to long course racing and look like pros. Our Pier 
Point groups do have an easier time getting into long course since they train 
short course meters all year. Summer always seems to go so quickly and this 

one is no exception as we are heading into the CSI Long Course Open this 
weekend and only have a month and a half left in our season. The 11 and Over portion of the meet this 
weekend is Championship format which will give the athletes a chance to prepare for racing at State. 
It is quite different to race prelim/finals 3 days in a row than to swim a timed final meet so this is 
important practice. 

If your child has 12 and Under State cuts it is a good idea to go ahead and book your hotel room in 
Grand Junction. Summer is a busy time there and rooms do fill up in advance. The State cuts are on 
the CSI website. Long course State times for the 12 and Under meet are similar to short course Silver 
State times so many swimmers will qualify that did not qualify for Short Course State.  Also, they will 
most likely have or be close to next season’s Silver State times when we start back up. CO takes twice 
as many entries for the summer 12 and Under meet than we do for the spring meet so we can loosen 
up the times. The 13 and Over LC State qualification times are fairly equal to the Short Course State 
times so athletes that qualify long course will most likely start short course with State Cuts.  

We will not ask 12 and Under swimmers to travel to Grand Junction as relay only swimmers. If we 
have 4 swimmers attending the meet in an age group they will automatically be the swimmers on the 
relays. If we do not have 4 individual qualifiers we will not have a relay unless a sibling happens to be 
going and we can qualify a relay that way.  

As we get into the hotter part of summer please be sure your child brings a water bottle to practice, 
and even though we are swimming later in the evening at Lowry they do need sunscreen. We had a 
few red faces after evening practice last week.  

Groups 3 and 4 will be competing in the SR Zone 2 and the Age Group Zone 2 meet after the CSI 
Open, and then we will be focusing on our final preparations for the State meet. Swimmers without 
State qualifications or who can still achieve more will rest for the Zone 2 meet. The groups have had 
excellent attendance this summer and I encourage everyone to keep that up! We make a lot of 
improvements and big jumps in practice over the long course season. The practices are more intense 
as we have worked up to this since September. The swimmers who have the best short course seasons 
are usually the ones who put in the hardest work over the summer. Stay focused and keep working 
hard! 
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The team will go on break following the Long Course State meet. 
All groups will practice until the end of that week (last full week 
of July). Over the break we encourage the swimmers to stay 
active but to take a break from swimming. This is a great time to 
do other things and hopefully begin to miss swimming by the 
time we start up again. This is good both mentally and physically. 
If your child wants to swim once a week or so that is certainly 
okay, but please don’t push them to practice. We want them 
refreshed and focused when they return in September.  

Thank you to all of our coaches for your work with our athletes 
this past season and summer. I loved watching our MM and 
Group 1 swimmers compete at the MACS SLQ meet! Their 
improvements have been wonderful and their smiles and great 
attitudes are contagious. I can tell they love swimming and that is 
the basis for all they have to come in the sport. Group 2 has 
developed into a very competitive and high achieving group since 
September. I truly enjoy watching them develop into serious 
swimmers and seeing the differences in them as they grow as 
athletes.  Last but not least, thank you to all of our parents for 
your continual dedication to your children and their team!! I truly 
appreciate you and I speak for all of our coaches when I say we 
love our time with your kiddos! 

Coach Gregory 
GROUP 2: 
Hello group 2! 

We are finally in the midst of summer training 
and hopefully the snow is gone for good til 
next year. What this means is faster and longer 
workouts. This is the time of year that your 

kids will swim more and on faster intervals, than in the winter. 
The combination of the shorter season, competing in a long 
course (50 meter) pool, and the fact that most kids do not have 
school to contend with this time of year, means focusing on 
practice.  Your child may swim up to 4000 or 4400 meters during 
practice this summer.  This is a lot for your young 
swimmers, so please make sure that the kids have plenty of rest , 
drink a lot of water, etc. 
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Thank you to  

all of the parent  

volunteers at  

the CSI June  

Swim Meet!   

We could not have  

hosted this large 

meet without  

your help! 
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Drinking during the day. especially when the temperatures are high and kids stay outside  for long 
periods of time, is crucial. Not drinking enough may cause fatigue and muscle cramping. 

Do not forget about food. Make sure the kids have plenty of good nutrition before and after the 
workouts. The swimming requires a lot of calories from every swimmer, big or small, young and old. 

Our season will end with the State Championships at the end of July. Summer state championships are 
held in a 50 meter pool. Swimming in a 50 meter pool challenges the swimmers differently than what 
they are accustomed to during the winter season. Because the length of the pool is much longer, it is 
much harder on the body. Swimmers have less turns, which makes it harder on their arms, legs and 
core. That is why making it to as many workouts as possible is very important. It will help kids to 
develop the strength and endurance to compete successfully at a 50 meter pool. 

Summer season will go quickly- enjoy and encourage attendance and hard work! 

 Coach Breanna
MINI MACS & GROUP 1: 

It’s hard to believe that we just have the summer left of this swim year! As I 
see both our groups at practice, I am truly amazed at how far they have come 
since we started back in September. We have also welcomed quite a few new 
swimmers the last couple months and I have been so impressed with how 
welcoming and encouraging our current swimmers have been. The Swim-a-

thon was a huge success for both our groups. Thank you to everyone who participated, our groups 
together raised over $3000!!! All of our Group 1 swimmers swam over 100 laps! There were 3 Mini 
MACS swimmers that swam 100 laps or more. I was really impressed with how long they continued 
to swim, most lasting close to the full 2 hours and I really enjoyed getting into the water with our 
swimmers.  

We are continuing to work on Breast Stroke and Butterfly technique in Group 1 and almost all of our 
swimmers in that group can do those strokes legally now! They are also building their endurance and 
learning to work with the pace clock. Mini MACS are continuing to work on technique for all their 
strokes and adding in some longer distances in Freestyle and Back Stroke.  

The Evergreen meet was a huge success for our group! We had a lot of best times, including one 
Summer State qualifier and almost all of our swimmers earned ribbons!!! There are quite a few 
swimmers who swam their first meet there or will be swimming their first meet in June. Almost all of 
our swimmers will have competed in a meet by the end of the summer! Swim meets are a great 
opportunity for your swimmer to see how much they have improved as well as learn how to overcome 
nerves, make swimming fun and get them ready for the next level. It has been such a gift to be able to 
coach your kids this year. Each of them has a special place in my heart and I look forward to every 
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day I have the opportunity to coach them. They make me smile and remind me 
of why I loved to swim so much. I’m looking forward to a fun summer! 

Coach Terry 
SENIORS 3 / 5: 

The MACS Seniors have had an amazing spring.  Right after the conclusion of 
the short course season 9 members of the Seniors took advantage of the 
opportunity to participate in a 3-day swim camp at the Olympic Training Center 

in Colorado Springs.  While at the camp the Seniors were able to get in 4 really good long course 
practices and being on a more condensed practice schedule than they are used to pushed them to work 
at a higher capacity than many thought they could.  In between swim practices they got to walk 
around the Olympic Training Center and get a feel for what it would be like to live in the athlete 
dorms, eat at the the cafeteria, watch videos of themselves swimming with analysis, and just be with 
their teammates for an extended period of time.  The swim camp seemed to be a really good turning 
point for the Seniors as they were getting ready for long course season.  There is a distinct difference 
in how some of them have been swimming in the long course meets, pushing harder, getting faster, 
and approaching practices with more enthusiasm. 

With practices getting more intense and burning more calories comes the benefit of being able to eat 
more, and the Seniors excel at picking places to eat.  They've had several group dinners which has 
helped the swimmers get to know each other better outside of the pool and it has been great for the 
parents who have attended the dinners to get to know each other, too. 
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UPCOMING MEETS

Meet Location Dates  Groups

Zone 2 Age Group Meet Zone 2 Age Group 
Meet

July 12-14 12 & U in group 2, 3 & 4

Speedo Sectionals Meet Mt Hood, Oregon July 18-21 Sectional group qualifiers

13&Over Long Course State 
Championships

VMAC July 19-21 Qualifiers

12&Under Long Course State 
Championships

Grand Junction July 26-28 Qualfiers

Western Zone Age Group 
Championship

Mt Hood, Oregon August 6-11 Qualfiers
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Letter from our President 

Hello all MACS families!  

As the busy summer schedule wraps up, I want to start by thanking you for your incredible 
generosity in the 2019 Swim-a-Thon.  This generosity benefited not only our team but two great 
causes.  We were able to provide sizable donations to Swim Across America for pediatric cancer 
research and USA Swimming for swimming education in underserved communities.  Within our 
team and facilities, we were able to absorb an unplanned repair of the Pier Point water heater along 
with the long overdue purchases of meet equipment. 

Looking ahead, USA Swimming and Colorado Swimming are implementing changes to athlete 
protection.  Most of these changes will directly impact coach to athlete communications and locker 
room etiquette.  All changes are intended to protect and improve the safety of our athletes, coaches, 
and parents; please bear with the changes and understand their intent.  Most of the requirements are 
already in place so the differences may not seem too noteworthy.  ***More information will be sent 
to you at a later date.*** 

Lastly, congratulations to all of our high school graduates. We wish them well in their next 
adventures as young adults.   These graduates have been mentors to many of our kids in their tenure 
as MACS swimmers and they leave behind a legacy of strong swimmers.  

Blake Wilson, President of MACS
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Team News & Updates 

Registration for 2019-2020 season 

Registration will open August 15, 2019 for the 2019-2020 season. An email will be sent out to all families 
with instructions on how to sign up! 

Friendly Reminders 

Parents are asked to stay off the pool deck during practice. If you need to speak to your child’s coach, 
please do so before or after practice.

Make sure your swimmers arrive on time and ready for practice. Important instructions are often given 
at the beginning of practice. 

Encourage regular attendance. Coaches spend a considerable amount of time planning weekly training 
for their groups. Continuity builds skills and confidence.

Model good sportsmanship at swim meets: be supportive of all participants, stay positive and 
encouraging, and remind your swimmer to shake hands after each race with the swimmers to the right 
and left.

Team Sponsors 

Thank you to the parents who have secured the following sponsorships for our team. We truly 
appreciate your efforts in helping support the swim team. 
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Officials Corner 

Want to Become an Official?  There are Incentives! 

Want to help USA Swimming run consistent, high-quality and technically-correct 
competitions? Become an Official! For details on how to get certified, please click 
on: Becoming an Official (from the Colorado Swimming website). 

MACS will pay USA swimming registration fees each year and the family will 
earn a credit towards fundraising fees.

If you would like more information about becoming an official, please contact 
Blake Wilson. 

https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=wzcolsc&_stabid_=132479
mailto:blake.wilson@macsswim.org
https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=wzcolsc&_stabid_=132479
mailto:blake.wilson@macsswim.org
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12 Things You Learn Becoming a Swim Parent 
By Olivier Poirier-Leroy 

The swimmer and swim parent lifestyle is no joke. 

Week-long competitions, full days at the pool, and a season that never truly ends. 
From fashion to lingo being a swim parent is just as much about adopting the world of swimming as 
your kid. 

Here are 12 of the things you learn on your way to becoming a swim parent: 

1. The world is more than 2/3’s covered with water. Otherwise how to explain the never ending 
pile of damp towels? The wet suits hanging off every door in the house? The soggy butt marks on the 
car seat, the couch, and even on the dog? Your whole world is wet. All. The. Time. 

2. If you close your eyes for just a few moments you miss your kid’s race. Only swim parents 
can understand the frustration of going to a day-long swim meet and missing the only :30 seconds 
your swimmer actually competed. 

3. You learn a whole new language. “Heat sheets” aren’t a term for blankets. “DFL” isn’t a runaway 
football league. And you know that touching with two hands and not picking your head up at the 
finish is very important. 

4. Your grocery bills explode. It’s shocking how much food kids can rabidly throw back. Which 
makes sense—they are growing and need the food things to help sustain growth. But throw in two-a-
day distance workouts, plus the hyper-activity that comes with being a kid, and you find that Costco 
visits are becoming appallingly frequent. 

5. The smell of Chlorine No. 5 is mostly dead to you. Everyone has a signature scent that they 
wear or develop that they barely notice it themselves. For swimmers and their parents it’s Chlorine 
No. 5. Fashionable in all seasons, it’s the scent that never goes out of style. 
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6. Getting up super early in the AM never gets easier. Some things you learn to accept in 
adulthood. Things like responsibility. Capitalizing letters. Eating your vegetables. But getting up at 
4:45am to pull car-pool duty? Never gets easier. 

7. Swimming is more complicated than it looks. The assumption is that swimming is a simple 
sport. Put on a bathing suit, swim to the other side of the pool as fast as you can. Boom. Done. But 
there is a ton of stuff going on behind the scenes, from the legions of officials, to the very technical 
aspects of technique and form. 

8. There will always be that one parent who rules the timing booth. The timing systems at local 
pools can be fickle. Every once in a while along comes a parent who can “whisper” the glitch timing 
system. When you find this parent never let them go. Ever. 

9. You get into the “swimming is a real sport!” argument with non-swimmer parents. When 
The Joneses kids don’t swim, and they give you a raised eyebrow and ask if “swimming is even a real 
sport,” it ignites a deep, incensed reaction. If only they saw the daily struggle. 

10. You’ll wear many hats. From cheerleader, to pump-up artist, to shoulder to cry on, to 
everything in between, your little athlete will lean on you for support between races and practices. 
All they ask from you is that you are there for them on the days where they swim great, and the days 
where they swim not-so-great. 

11. You know where to buy white pants after Labor Day. During meets where you strap on your 
official cap you know that this means getting decked out head to toe in white clothing. It’s a good 
thing you know the only store in town that still sells white pants during the winter. And you know 
which ones will dry fastest from all the flip-turn splash you are going to get on them. 

12. The sport wouldn’t exist without you. Medals aren’t handed out for putting on a swim meet. 
Or volunteering for the whole meet when your own kid only swam one day. But there should be. 
Swimming, and the joys and fun and pains and dampness that comes along with it wouldn’t be 
possible without you. 

So thank you. 
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Swimming News to Share? 

Do you have an article or news you would like to recommend for 
the upcoming newsletter?  If so, please email Tami Wilson 
(twilsonmacs@gmail.com) . 

mailto:twilsonmacs@gmail.com
mailto:twilsonmacs@gmail.com
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Misc. Meets 
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Athlete Photos 
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Swim-a-Thon
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Silver State
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Short Course State Meet
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Newsletter Photos 

Do you have photos of your athlete(s) you would like to submit for 
the upcoming newsletter?  Please email your images to Tami Wilson 
(twilsonmacs@gmail.com) . 

mailto:twilsonmacs@gmail.com
mailto:twilsonmacs@gmail.com
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CSI JUNE MEET
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